At dynamic wavelength allocation (DWA) to optical network units (ONUs) in wavelength-tunable (λ-tunable) wavelengthdivision-multiplexing/time-division-multiplexing-passive optical networks (WDM/TDM-PONs), consistency between the start time of the wavelength tuning and the upstream grants that are already allocated must be considered. This paper proposes a DWA method that is fully consistent with the dynamic bandwidth allocation (DBA) grant. By inserting a non-allocation period in which the upstream burst signals are halted from reaching the optical line terminal (OLT), the proposed method achieves consistency in a simple manner on the OLT side. Theoretical evaluation shows that the proposed DWA method is suited to λ-tuning for load balancing among the optical subscriber units.
Introduction
Wavelength-tunable wavelength-division-multiplexing/time-divisionmultiplexing-passive optical networks (λ-tunable WDM/TDM-PONs) are promising candidates for future access systems [1, 2, 3] . The existing fiberto-the-home (FTTH) infrastructure can be shared among multiple services such as residential, business, and mobile applications by assigning designated wavelengths to each service. This drastically reduces the capital expenditure (CAPEX) and operational expenditure (OPEX) of access networks. By allocating wavelengths to each optical network unit (ONU) dynamically, attractive functions such as incremental upgrade to the total system capacity and flexible load balancing according to the demands for bandwidth are achieved [1] .
To actualize this, the ONUs in λ-tunable WDM/TDM-PONs need a method that enables them to control the tunable devices in the ONUs according to the wavelength assignment decided at the optical line terminal (OLT). Recently, we proposed the concept of dynamic wavelength allocation (DWA) that allows the use of cost-effective tunable devices with a slow wavelength-tuning speed [2, 3] . However, the way to decide the start time of the wavelength tuning has not been discussed. Once inconsistencies occur between the start time of the wavelength tuning and the upstream grants that are already allocated based on the dynamic bandwidth allocation (DBA) calculation, a logical disconnect may occur between the OLT and the ONUs.
In this paper, we propose a DWA method that is fully consistent with the DBA grant. By allocating the upstream grants to the ONUs taking wavelength tuning into account, the inconsistencies are simply avoided only on the OLT side. The efficiency of the upstream bandwidth utilization of the proposed DWA method is clarified through theoretical evaluation.
2 System configuration and issues at dynamic wavelength allocation illustrates the concept of DWA that we previously proposed [3] . At the beginning of the DWA cycle, λ-tuning gates, gate frames directing wavelength tuning, are sent to the ONUs which are assigned new wavelengths based on the DWA calculation. The λ-tuning gates include the new wavelengths and the start time of the λ-tuning, T λ . When receiving the λ-tuning gates, the ONUs start to tune the wavelengths of the tunable devices at T λ .
However, inconsistencies may occur in the start time of the λ-tuning,
where T λ is earlier than the end time of the upstream grants that are already allocated. This is because the two times are determined in different DBA cycles. Time T λ is determined in the first DBA cycle in the DWA cycle. On the contrary, the grants for the upstream burst signals that reach the OSUs in the first DBA cycle in the DWA cycle are determined in the previous DBA cycle. For example, T λ determined in DBA cycle #H+1 1 (H = 1, 2, · · ·) is set earlier than the end time of the upstream grant determined in DBA cycle #H K, T Grant (H K), in Fig. 1 (b) . Term K is the number of DBA cycles included in one DWA cycle. If the ONUs send upstream burst signals at the upstream grants and cancel the tuning of the wavelengths, the logical connections between the OLT and the ONUs are lost. This issue can be addressed by the ONUs delaying their own T λ when the ONUs detect the inconsistencies. However, such additional functions need to be implemented in the ONUs. This causes an increase in the cost of the ONUs.
Proposed method for dynamic wavelength allocation
Fig . 2 shows the proposed method following the concept of DWA explained in the previous section. Note here that a non-allocation period is inserted in the first DBA cycle in every DWA cycle. In other words, the upstream grants are allocated to the ONUs so that the upstream burst signals do not reach the OLT within this period. The start time of the non-allocation period, T N , is set as follows. where T Gate , Δt Down , and Δt Up are the start time of the gate transmission period, the one-way time for the downstream, and that for the upstream, respectively, between the OLT and ONU Near , which is the nearest ONU from the OLT among the ONUs. The λ-tuning gates and normal gates are launched from the OSUs during the gate transmission period. Here, since the one-way time for the upstream is longer than Δt Up for each ONU, the end time of the upstream grants must be earlier than T N − Δt Up (= T Gate + Δt Down ) so that the upstream burst signals reach the OLT before T N . Therefore, the end times of the upstream grants are determined so that they are earlier than T Gate + Δt Down in the last DBA cycle in the previous DWA cycle. On the contrary, the λ-tuning gates always reach the ONUs after T Gate + Δt Down since the λ-tuning gates are launched after T Gate and the one-way time for the downstream is longer than Δt Down for each ONU. Based on the above, we can see that the λ-tuning gates always reach the ONUs after the end time of the upstream grants that are already allocated. This means that the inconsistencies between the start time of the λ-tuning and the upstream grants that are already allocated can be simply avoided by setting the non-allocation period on the OLT side. There is no need to add any functions to the ONUs.
Theoretical evaluation on efficiency of upstream bandwidth utilization
We discuss the influence of setting the non-allocation period on the efficiency of the upstream bandwidth utilization. As the major premise, we assume that Multipoint Control Protocol (MPCP) is based on that for Ethernet-PON [4] . We also assume the following.
• The period of the DBA cycle is fixed.
• Each ONU sends a report at the grants that are assigned separately from the data grants in every DBA cycle.
• The burst interval between neighboring signals is set to zero.
We define the ratio between the maximum total length of the data excluding the burst overhead that reach an OSU in one DWA cycle, Δt Data , to the period of the DWA cycle as the efficiency of the upstream bandwidth utilization, η. The burst overhead includes the laser on time of the ONU transmitter, T on , the laser off time of the ONU transmitter, T off , and the Sync Time that is required for synchronization at the OLT receiver. Length Δt Data is expressed as follows.
where Δt Data (H k) is the maximum total length of data excluding the burst overhead that reach an OSU in DBA cycle #H k, and K is the number of DBA cycles included in one DWA cycle. When all ONUs request the upstream grants, Δt Data (H 1) and Δt Data (H k) (k = 1) are expressed as Eqs. (3) and (4), respectively.
where Δt Cal is the calculation time for DBA and DWA, Δt DBA is the period of the DBA cycle, Δt Report is the length of the report, Δt OH is the length of the burst overhead, and N is the number of ONUs that are assigned to the same wavelength in the same DWA cycle. We calculate η using Eq. (5).
The denominator represents the period of one DWA cycle. Fig. 3 shows the results of the function of K when the distances between the OLT and the ONU Near , L, are 0, 20, and 40 km. We assume that N, Δt Cal , and Δt DBA are 32, 300 μs, and 1.5 ms, respectively. As the burst overhead, the T on , T off , and Sync Time are set to 512 ns, 512 ns, and 1200 ns, respectively. Fig. 3 shows two features. One is that the efficiency of the upstream bandwidth utilization improves as K increases since the ratio of the nonallocation period to one DWA cycle becomes small. The other is that higher efficiency of the upstream bandwidth utilization is obtained with a larger value of L. This is because as the round-trip time for ONU Near , Δt Down + Δt Up , becomes longer, T N is set later and the non-allocation period becomes shorter. In the wide range in which K exceeds 78, efficiencies of over 0.89 are achieved at all the values of L. There is almost no degradation compared to the values when the non-allocation period is not used. We can see that the proposed DWA method is suitable for λ-tuning for load balancing [1] . Since the frequency of the λ-tuning for such function is low, typically once a day or an hour, the value of K is much more than 78.
Conclusion
We proposed a DWA method for λ-tunable WDM/TDM-PONs that does not induce any inconsistencies with the DBA grant. By inserting a non-allocation period in the first DBA cycle in each DWA cycle, consistency with the DBA grant is simply achieved on the OLT side. Theoretical evaluation on the efficiency of the upstream bandwidth allocation is conducted assuming a 1.5-ms DBA cycle. The results showed that the proposed DWA method is suited to practical conditions for λ-tuning for load balancing among OSUs in which one DWA cycle includes much more than 78 DBA cycles.
